Working with Kapualani
Discovering, Co-Creating & Living
Your Life Purpose

“Everyone has been made for some particular work and the desire for that work
has been put in every heart.”
- Jalaluddin Rumi

Aloha,
In the work (aka "coaching") that I offer, my goal is to support you in clearing any
subconscious and/or karmic blocks that prevent you from truly living and engaging
your purpose(s). Let the life you create be divinely inspired by Your Purpose and one of
your choosing at that!--Not one that you are "forced" to live, or one lived on or by "default"
for that matter either.
As we uncover your true purpose, you will find relief and peace of mind in knowing that
everything in your life up until now has been contributing to your purposeful path.
Through one-on-one sessions, I will then support you in designing a path that aligns
with both your purpose and your joy--and don't worry, if you aren't sure of what your joy
is yet, we will discover this together!
Knowing your purpose and divine ‘calling’ doesn’t mean everything has to change at
once. Instead, you will gain tools to help you make small movements toward a life that
more fully integrates your purpose, which could include but is not limited to career,
relationship and lifestyle changes.
In private sessions we have the ability to really dig deep, tailor the skills and exercises as
needed to your individual journey as well as take a deeper intuitive/psychic insight into
things. Meanwhile, as a member of Hale Pu'uwai (membership on my website), you'll
also be able to receive deeper and more consistent "non-session-time" type support.

Hale Pu'uwai will offer a platform to safely engage and interact with others who are on a
shared/similar path. For many pursuing a Higher Calling, especially for those
Lightworkers, integrating this type of higher consciousness work may not always come
easily with your every day life. I wholeheartedly encourage you to visit my website:
www.kapualani.com/subscribe to learn more about membership opportunity and
details.
Private sessions may include but are not limited to intuitive readings, energy healing,
energetic activations and downloads, inner and outer work, inner child work, relationship
and career blueprinting and action plans.
Private coaching, as opposed to "psychic readings" alone, will support you to be more
self-empowered. You will gain confidence and tools; learning how to reduce and live
with less stress and doubt.
We will also open the pathways up for you to personally evolve so deeply and radically
that you could potentially become more than you ever thought possible... and yet for
some who feel an even deeper and greater responsibility and higher calling, perhaps
you can finally soothe the ache that comes from wanting to serve the world in a greater
way. If you only want to, this journey and work can assist in supporting and opening you
up to experiencing more love, joy and success than you ever thought possible...
Sessions may include but are not limited to the following:
Continued , inner & subconscious work healing your doubts and fears, getting all levels
and layers of you fully aligned and anchored with your purpose, dreams and desires.
Strategies in learning how to actively and accurately listen to your intuition and get
information from Source/Your Higher Self regarding your purpose, your divine and
specific niche and/or more, etc.
Support in starting up your purposeful, authentic business; how to start it, who you will
serve and how to get started marketing yourself.
Leave each session with more clarity and confidence, tools to really create tangible
success and results in your life, your finances and your career or business.

Your Personalized Comprehensive Program:
Many "programs", especially coaching programs, will expect you to sign a
commitment--that you will invest in them or their program for x-amount of time and
pay x-amount of dollars with the guarantee that at the end of the program this, that
and the other thing "will happen"... I make no promises except that if you commit to
this program, you're committing to your self and your own higher path and
therefore higher quality of life! There are no judgements, only love, support and a
readiness and willingness to learn and grow together...
Should You choose to invest in deepening your personal journey and work with
me on a more clear, direct and focused level; I've listed some options for you to
consider on my website. (Please note details and fees are subject to change)
I'm happy to set individual goals with you and offer session packages to support
your consistency in doing the work. As a member of Hale Pu'uwai, you will receive
generous discounts. including discounted classes and session-packages,
opportunities not made available publicly; and much more.
Sessions packages/options, membership information and fees can be found at
www.kapualani.com

*Disclaimer: I am not a Medical Doctor (MD) or Registered Nurse (RN) or
Registered Dietitian (RD) or mental health care professional. For medical or
psychological counseling, please consult an MD, RN, RD, certified nutritionist,
specialist and/or mental health professional. All content on this website is based
on my own personally acquired knowledge, research, learning and experience. It
is not meant to qualify as medical advice.

